It is shown that if the computer model of biological ageing proposed by Stauffer is modified such that the late reproduction is privileged then the Gompertz law of exponential increase of mortality can be retrieved.
successfully the catastrophic senescence of salmon [4] and some specific human aspects like the social structures of technological societies [5] or a transition between extinction and survival if a minimal population for survival is required [6] .
In the following we examine the other modification to the basic model. The privilege conditions are introduced to earlier and then to late reproduction. By doing this, in case of late reproduction, we achieve the exponential growth of mortality in agreement with the Gompertz law. The increase of fertility with age exists in nature. Some fish, lobsters and trees share this feature [7] and therefore this life strategy has been considered by the Penna model also [2, 8] .
2 The model 
Thus during its whole mature life any individual gives one offspring at the cumulated probability equal to 1.
Independently of the genetic death, which happens automatically and unavoid- In this paper differently than in the standard model we consider populations in which the cumulated birth rate is not uniformly distributed among years of reproduction: a m , a m + 1, . . . , a d − 1. Instead we propose to consider:
(A) privilege to younger third part of a reproduction period:
(B) privilege to older third part of a reproduction period:
In the following figures we present characteristics of populations developed when three ways of reproduction are considered: standard, (A) and (B) models. To avoid possible divergence we follow the Stauffer recipe [3] and shift the birth rate accordingly:
with ǫ = 0.08. In figure 1 we show the population volumes in percentage of the N max capacity. The population where the reproduction of older individuals is privileged, i.e., model (B), is the smallest one and varies in time by 33%. 
